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UNIT-1  

1. What is type casting? Why is it required? How is it achieved in Java?  

2. Explain various access specifiers that can be used in Java.  

3. Explain different ways in which 'super' keyword can be used in Java.  

4. Differentiate between an interface and a class.  

5. Create a class Complex with the following members:  

       i. two fields of type double to store the real and        imaginary part of the complex number.  

ii.   constructor(s) to initialize the complex number.  

method that adds two complex numbers and returns the result.  

6. Create a class Box with fields for storing height, width and depth of a box. Write parameterized 

constructor with    values of height, width and depth given as parameter. Add a method for 

calculating the volume of the Box. From the Box class inherit a class WeightBox that adds a field 

weight to the class. Write an appropriate constructor. In another class write main method to create 

an object of WeightBox and calculate its volume.  

  

7. What do you understand by tokens? Briefly explain various types of tokens available    in Java.  

 

8.   What is meant by method overloading? Illustrate with a suitable example.  

 

9.  What is an interface? Explain the syntax of creating an  interface. How are interfaces 

implemented in a class?  

 

10. Explain the concept of abstract classes and methods.  

 

11. Create a class Circle. Add a constant for storing the value of PI. Add a data member(field) for 

storing the radius. Add appropriate constructor(s) and methods for calculating the area and 

circumference of the circle. In another class, write main method to test the Circle class.  

 

12. Imagine a publishing company that markets both book and CD version of its work. Create a class 

Publication that stores the title (a string) and price (a float) of a publication. From this class, derive 

two classes: Book which adds pagecount (type int); and CD, which adds playtime (type int) in 

minutes. Each of these classes should have constructors for initializing their data members and a 

method for displaying the value of the data members.  

 



13. Explain different features of java in details. (b) Write a java program to reverse the digit of a 

number. Number is passed using the method. (c) What is interface? Explain its significance in 

java. (d) Difference between method overloading and overriding.  

 

14.  What do you mean by final variables,final methods and final class ? Explain it. 

 

15. ‘Subclassing an interface’ Explain it with suitable program.  

 

16.  Explain the concept of final methods and final variables with a program.  

 

17.  Write a java program to input a telephone no. and number of calls calculate and display bill 

amount which includes a fix rent of rupees 400, the first 150 cost free with excess calls charge 80 

paise each.  

 

18. What do you mean by extending an interface? Explain it with suitable example  

 

19. Explain the following string library functions: toCharArray(), getBytes(), getChars(), charAt(), 

lastIndexOf().  

 

20. List and explain access specifiers in java.  

 

21. Differentiate between classes and interfaces.  

   

  Unit II 

22. What are Exceptions in java . How it can be handled. 

23. State what are per Define Expection in java 

24. Explain exception with Try-catch –Finally. 

25. Explain multiple catch Statements by handling exceptions in java. 

26. What are Advantage of Exception Handling in Java. 

27. Explain throw and Throws use in Exception. 

28. Explain with suitable example user define exception. 

29. Explain thread ,state & explain how multithreading can be achieved. 

30. Explain life cycle thread Methods 

31. Explain life cycle of Thread. 

32. Explain synchronization of threads. 

33. Explain wait(), notify(), notifyall() methods. 

34. Explain I/O Stream in Java. 

35. Explain java I/O Classes. 

36. Explain file Class & Directories in java. 

37. Explain listfiles() method in java. 

38. Explain Stream Classes. 

39. Explain BytearrayInputstream in java. 

40. Explain FileReader & FileWriter. 

41. Explain BufferReader and Bufferwriter . 

42. Explain serialization in java. 

43. Explain network programming in java. 



44. Explain Socket class in java 

45. Explain Client – server Communication in java. 

 

Unit III. 

46. Define what is wrapper classes. 

47. Explain different wrapper classes. 

48. Specify importance of wrapper classes. 

49. Define wrapping and Unwrapping . 

50. Explain different parsing operation. 

51. Explain collection in java. 

52. Explain java util package interfaces. 

53. Explain list interface with classes. 

54. Explain Set interface with classes. 

55. Difine inner classes. 

56. Explain what is inner class and how to access member of inner class. 

57. Explain nonStatic nested classes. 

58. Explain local inner class. 

59. Explain anonymous inner class. 

60. Explain Applet life cycle. 

61. Explain how to run an applet program. 

62. What are Drawing method of Applet explain with example. 

63. Explain Event handling in java. 

64. Explain passing parameter in Applet of java. 

65. Write short notes on Awt fundamentals. 

66. Explain Awt hierarchy. 

67. What are different components of Awt. 

68. Write a simple program to explain AWT. 

69. Explain event Delegation model with neat diagram. 

70. Write a program to implement Button and label. 

71. Explain different types of Listner used in java. 

72. Write a program to implement List. 

 

 

 

 

 


